
OPEN DAYS FOR PRE-CLINICAL MEDICINE MEDICAL SCIENCES TEACHING CENTRE 
18TH SEPTEMBER 2015     SOUTH PARKS ROAD, OXFORD OX1 3PL 
 
www.medsci.ox.ac.uk/a100opendays  
 
PROGRAMME 

Due to limited space at the Medical Sciences Teaching Centre, we are able to invite prospective candidates and teachers only to the open days. 

Session 1 
(morning) 

Session 2 
(afternoon) 

Location Event Description 

9.30 – 16.00   Foyer  
Visitors welcomed by staff and students, and an opportunity for applicants to 
raise specific queries. Student volunteers give tours of facilities. 

10.00 – 10.25  14.00 – 14.25   Lecture Theatre Studying Medicine at Oxford 
Dr Jeremy Taylor, Director of Pre-clinical Studies, will discuss the course 
structure and requirements of the course. 

10.30 – 10.55  14.30 – 14.55   Lecture Theatre Applying to Oxford 
Prof David Vaux, Deputy Director of Pre-clinical Studies, will explain the 
admissions procedure to the University and Pre-clinical Medicine. 

11.00 – 11.25  15.00 – 15.25   Lecture Theatre Mock Interview 
Dr Jeremy Taylor and Professor David Vaux will conduct a mock interview to 
give potential applicants a taste of possible interview scenarios. 

11.30 – 12.00  15.30 – 16.00   Lecture Theatre Student Life A clinical student will talk about their experiences as a student at Oxford. 

 

 

TOURS OF THE MEDICAL SCIENCES TEACHING CENTRE 

Throughout the day you will have the opportunity to learn more about the Medical Sciences Teaching Centre by taking tours of the classrooms and demonstration rooms, 
where you will be able to see some examples of computer-assisted learning materials, read posters of student’s research projects, and look at an anatomy display. 

 

PARKING 

We regret that there is no parking available at the Medical Sciences Teaching Centre. If you plan to travel by car, we suggest using one of the six Park and Ride services 
in Oxford. For more information on these services and locations, please consult the Park and Ride website: http://www.parkandride.net/oxford/html/oxford_frameset.html. 

Alternatively, consult the University’s page with Maps and Directions for travel: http://www.ox.ac.uk/visitors_friends/maps_and_directions/ 
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